
SWOT ANALYSIS OF PC HOTEL KARACHI

The first hotel pearl continental (PC) was built in in Karachi. As for the SWOT Analysis of PC Karachi is concerned
SWOT Analysis is basically done to.

At this time the name of the hotel was changed from Hotel Intercontinental to pearl continental, and several
efforts were made to upgrade its image. We strive to consistently meet and surpass guests, employees and
others stakeholders expectations. It is basically those things which must go right if the objectives are to be
achieved. The hotel is a perfect place for all kind of activities. The guests have access to all kinds of services
and facilities so as to make their stay, not only comfortable, but also a memorable one. Accordingly a travel
agency, Trans Air Travel, based in Karachi had recently been acquired. Rates are however negotiable in
certain cases which ensured that the segments that provide profits do not loose their interest by increasing the
rates. We learned how they can enhance their strengths and over come their weaknesses. In other words these
are the few key areas where the things must go right for the business to flourish and achieve its objectives. The
services at all the restaurants are also fast and propitious. The well known saying "OLD IS GOLD" turns out
to be the strength of this hotel as it diverts the attention of its customers back to the luxuries provided as some
people are use to the atmosphere. Weaknesses As fashion changes need, demand and idea also changes. The
arrangements of transport and tourist guides are made on request specially when there are some events or
activities going on in the city. Room Service operates round the clock caring for all the travelers' needs. They
prefer to experience something new. Strategic thinking is the approach in which group in an organization think
about, access, view, and creates the future for themselves and their associates. Threats of new entrants like
Islamabad Serena is a threat for PC but PC have planned different alternatives for its threats. Front office,
reception 4. It is important to set objectives before embarking upon critical success factor analysis. Besides
this the room service, catering at poolside, service at the banquet halls and at various shops in the hotel is also
fabulous. Rawalpindi is the twin city of Islamabad, the capital of Pakistan. PC looks up to these opportunities
whole-heartedly. Based on the forces involved in Porter's model we are going to judge the PC hotel in
Karachi. Every order takes 15 to 20 minutes and not more than that, in the mean time you can enjoy the piano
playing some hit numbers and the nice melodious music. Whether you decide to taste our fine cuisine in the
hotel or satisfy your taste buds in our Chandni Roof Top restaurant, our master chefs always select only the
freshest of foods and ingredients. Next the writer will discuss the relationship between quality and the
management style of their organization and an organization that has adopted a TQM style of management.
Some business organizations become the members with the hotel and given concession for organizing
seminars, workshops and conferences. Provides round the clock service of snacks and beverages in the most
popular chic and affordable restaurant in Karachi. House keeping 3. Parities wedding and other extra circular
activities are opportunity to help PC recognize its name. It is a transit city for visitors wishing to explore the
fascinating Northern area. As PC being an old hotel in history bares a difficult weakness, as old customers do
not prefer to visit the same hotel over and over. A perfect venue for executive lunches and romantic dinners
for two. In PC Bhurban came into operation, in the expansion of Lahore was in operation. This report focuses
on strategy analysis and includes the following sections.


